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*Short-range: Less than ~ 1 km from source



What is Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)?

Direct solution of the Navier-Stokes equations and scalar equations without any modelling assumptions (same laws as in nature!)

Gives time-varying velocity and scalar fields at high spatial/temporal resolution that can be integrated to give mean statistics

Can be used to probe nature of turbulent flows and turbulent dispersion – treat like “real data”

Not a routine “modelling” tool!

Coceal, Thomas, Castro & Belcher (2006)

Branford, Coceal, Thomas & Belcher (2011)



Direct Numerical Simulation  Street Network Model

Highly-resolved numerical simulations

Validate against experimental data

Generate high quality data sets

Analyse data to identify key processes

Develop parameterizations for simpler model

Develop and validate simplified street network model

Apply to idealized + realistic street networks

p 1 - p

p 1 - p p 1 - p

Run time ~ weeks on a supercomputer

Run time ~ seconds on a pc



Example DNS runs & Validation

Comparison of mean concentration profiles with a water 

channel experiment (Hilderman and Chong, 2007)

0 deg simulation

Branford, Coceal, Thomas & Belcher (2011)

DNS code (CgLES) developed by Glyn Thomas at Southampton

Flow and dispersion in regular arrays of cubes

Periodic b.c.s for flow in horizontal directions

Continuous point source releases close to the ground within array

45 deg simulation
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Flow structure: streamlines in horizontal planes

0 flow over aligned array

45 flow over aligned array

45 flow over staggered array

z = 0.12 H z = 0.73 H

Recirculations within ‘canyon’

(structure changes with height)

Channelling within open ‘streets’

This is a rather idealised case!

Recirculations behind each face

(size reduce with height)

Streamlines diverge at 

‘intersections’

Flow structure is highly 3D

Effect of flow on dispersion

Advection by fast, channelling 

regions, lateral dispersion by 

diverging streamlines and 

trapping by recirculations  

Staggering breaks the symmetry

But main structural elements 

similar to aligned array

Flow structure is highly 3D
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Flow structure: wind vectors in vertical planes

45 flow over aligned array

x = 0.11 H x = 0.23 H

x = 0.48 H

x = 1.11 H

x = 1.48 H

x = 0.73 H

x = 1.23 H

x = 1.73 H

Trapped material vented out by strong 

vertical flow – ‘chimney’ effect?
Further evidence of highly 3D structure



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Instantaneous plume structure in horizontal planes

45 flow over aligned array

z = 0.23 H

z = 0.80 H

z = 0.52 H

z = 1.08 H

Material transferred into wake at lower levels

Re-released at higher levels
Secondary wake sources



Mean plume structure in horizontal planes

z = 0.23 H z = 0.98 H

45 flow over aligned array

Pair of secondary wake sources gives two overlapping plumes

This secondary source distribution in the very near field then determines the subsequent spread

Similar results with staggered array, but asymmetrical



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Lateral concentration profiles just above the array

x = 0.7 H

x = 4.0 H

x = 2.8 H

x = 8.8 H

45 flow over aligned array

Overlapping plumes give non-Gaussian profiles in near-field

Further away, the plumes merge, approximating a Gaussian



Concentration fluctuations

Largest concentration in ‘streets’ with secondary sources

Fluctuation intensity is highest in source cell

Mean and r.m.s concentration and fluctuation intensity decrease with distance from source



Simplified street network model – approach

 

Treat urban area as a network, with streets and intersections as nodes

cf Soulhac (2000), Belcher (2005) and Hamlyn et al. (2007)  

Aerial view of DAPPLE site (central London) - www.dapple.org.uk

Superimposed visualization on a wind tunnel scale model  



Above array

Within array

Lateral turbulent transport neglected in array

Street network model formulation

Calculate box-averaged concentration C

Belcher et al. (2013)



Network model comparison with DNS

Magnitude and width of concentration 

profile well captured by simple model.

Rapid decrease in concentration within 

array compared to slower decrease 

above also captured.

By the third intersection downstream of 

the source concentration within and 

above array are nearly equal.

Fetch needed to achieve this balance is 

a function of the detrainment rate.

Some differences in the very near field 

- further work needed to account for 

wake sources in near field. 

For realistic geometries would also 

need to take into account building 

height variations & tall buildings.

Goulart (2012)



Analytical solutions for a regular geometry

For a single source, the solution for the steady-state concentration is a binomial-type distribution:

Or equivalently

where Qi, j = hqi, j

For a regular geometry, a, b and h are constants. Then, this 2D inhomogeneous recurrence relation 

can be solved using the method of generating functions. 

The solution for an arbitrary source distribution is a superposition of the single-source solution:

where H is the Heaviside step function

p 1 - p

p 1 - p p 1 - p



Far-field Gaussian limit

For a source at node (m, n), the concentration distribution is 

Replace factorials with gamma functions in binomial coefficients 

to get a smoothly interpolated continuous solution 

log10 of concentration, for a = b = 0.4, c = 0, Q(0,0) = 1

Network model Gaussian

Central Limit Theorem: the binomial solution tends to a Gaussian far from the source

(Parameters of the Gaussian are determined by the network geometry and flow field)
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Where this is going…

• Time-dependent street network model, gives transient 

evolution of the concentration in the street network. 

• Stochastic formulation of network model to give 

concentration fluctuations.

• DIPLOS (An EPSRC joint bid by Reading, Southampton 

and Surrey with ECL/DSTL/MO as partners: More 

DNS/LES/WT work. Will use and improve SIRANE, an 

operational street network model, to represent secondary 

sources, tall buildings, 3D effects and fluctuations.


